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Do it right the first time.
Everytime!

At Deutsche Bank, we believe in operational excellence, which can only be achieved by people who believe in excellence. An independent review must be performed as soon as possible after the initial input. You must have the transaction reviewed by a second pair of eyes, which may help to detect errors. Having the best person for the job will not only help eliminate errors, it may even do more!

Why do we need 4 Eye Review?
- To ensure satisfactory control over key manual activities in GBS
- To ensure independent review of these activities
- To mitigate fraud or other criminal activity
- To ensure review and approval of these activities are approved by persons other than the one responsible for data input
- To implement an easy and effective system of control as 4 Eye Approvers are fully accountable for accuracy and completeness of transactions

Stay in control of critical information!
To know more, log on to http://shortcut.db.com/sterc
or scan the QR code from your smartphone.
ANYTIME ANYWHERE
ACCESS TO ECG REPORTS

Introducing the eUNO App on BlackBerry® smartphones

The award-winning* eUNO App is a Tele-Cardiology solution developed on BlackBerry platform that offers instant expert opinions from distant places, remote monitoring of critical patients which doctors can access on their BlackBerry smartphones.

- Optimum use of resources with experts advice
- Medical records maintenance
- Access and share data for multiple opinions
- Economical investment with easy operations

Scan the QR code to download eUNO App

*eUNO was awarded Technology Innovation, Mobile Healthcare in Asia Pacific, 2013 by Frost & Sullivan’s Global Research Program.

BlackBerry.
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